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“A man shall leave his father and his mother and shall cleave to his wife; and they shall 

become one flesh.”        Genesis 2:24 ~ NASV 

                                                                                                            

“A newly married man must not be drafted into the army or given any other special 

responsibilities.”             Deuteronomy 24:5 ~ 

NLT 

                                                                                                     

“Do not deprive each other of sexual relations.”                           I Corinthians 7:5 ~ 

NLT 

 

“People with good sense restrain their anger; they earn esteem by overlooking  

wrongs.”                   Proverbs 19:11 ~ NLT 

                                                                                                          

 

I.  Introduction 

 

Our culture is in transition.  Not many years ago most husbands went to work and most 

wives raised the kids.  Husbands earned the money; wives cooked the meals and kept up 

the house.  It’s a different world today.  The women’s liberation movement has had a 

dramatic impact, and academic fields such as psychology and education have been 

primary movers in effecting profound changes in roles formerly assumed by men and 

women.  Today it’s not unusual to find a wife who earns more than her husband, 

husbands who do all the cooking ~ even stay-at-home dads. 

 

In previous generations it was mostly men who went to college, and almost exclusively 

males went on for advanced academic degrees.  Today, more than half of college students 

are female and the percentage of female students is still rising.  This change alone will 

surely have an extended impact upon our culture, including the area of marital roles.  

 

So is this good or bad?  Is there a “right” or “wrong” way to define marital roles?  One 

would expect scripture to provide instruction in this area:  Who should deal with the kids 

when they disobey?  How should marital tiffs be handled ~ should wives always knuckle 

under?  Who should buy the beans; who should bake them?  Who’s in charge of 
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managing the house, or the budget?  Who should take the garbage out of the basement?  

Is the husband supposed to be the sole bread-winner?  Are there specific roles that ought 

to be occupied by husbands, or wives?  

 

It may come as a bit of a surprise that there is not much information given within 

scripture specifically defining roles of husbands and wives, or even what marriage itself 

is supposed to be about.  To the surprise of some, scripture does not in fact teach that 

husbands are supposed to drive and water the camels while wives are to cook the beans 

and raise the kids.  Actually, the entire discussion of roles and responsibilities within 

marriage is highly cultural, and varies widely around the world.  Indeed, marital models 

vary even within scripture.  Abraham probably didn’t share marital leadership like 

Aquilla likely did.   

 

Within our culture, the philosophy of post-modernism has thrown everything including 

marital roles into question.  Outside of scripture there is no prevailing definition of truth 

in our world today.  This includes truths about marital roles.  Everything is in flux.  This 

tends to make marriage itself a somewhat “iffy” thing, which may give some insight to 

our 50% divorce rate.   

 

Yet although it doesn’t deal much with gender roles, scripture does provide helpful 

information to husbands and wives.  That is the focus of this chapter.  In previous 

chapters we’ve focused mainly on input from the field of psychology.  This chapter will 

focus more upon the wisdom one can gain from the Bible.  Among other things, in this 

chapter we’ll see that God cares far more about the attitudes we bring to one another, 

than about the roles we adopt as spouses.   

 

II.  Specific Instructions To Both Spouses 

   

 A.  Leave and cleave (join) 

 

The field of psychology teaches the value of “separation,” “individuation,” and 

“attachment” previously presented in this book.  Scripture doesn’t use those words, but 

communicates similar thoughts.  The first thoughts regarding husbands and wives found 

in scripture, is in Genesis 2:21-24, where it says, “The LORD God caused Adam to fall 

into a deep sleep. He took one of Adam's ribs and closed up the place from which he 

had taken it. Then the LORD God made a woman from the rib and brought her to 

Adam. "At last!" Adam exclaimed. "She is part of my own flesh and bone! She will be 

called 'woman,' because she was taken out of a man." This explains why a man leaves 

his father and mother and is joined to his wife, and the two are united into one” (NLT).  
 

The old King James Version of the Bible says, “For this cause a man shall leave his 

father and his mother and shall cleave to his wife; and they shall become one flesh.”  
 

One finds two thoughts in this text.  The first is that of leaving home ~ i.e., “separation.”    

The second is cleaving to, or being joined to a spouse ~ i.e., “attachment.”  One of the 

more common clinical problems couples bring to therapy involves a spouse who has not 
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truly left home.  We hear of a person who is still “tied to mom’s apron strings.”  While 

it’s important for adults to remain positively relationally connected to their parents, the 

act of marriage requires emotional and physical separation ~ leaving childhood homes 

and starting one’s own family ~ cutting the umbilical cord. 

 

Earlier in the book you learned the term, “cross-generational coalition,” and the danger of 

triangling.  You also learned there is room for only two people in the “executive sub-

system.”  Spouses who regularly elevate the status and opinions of their mother or father 

above their spouse, or who maintain closer relationships with either of their parents than 

they have with their spouse, risk becoming triangled in a cross-generational coalition.  

Spouses who allow either parent to regularly influence marital or parenting issues, risk 

having one too many people in the executive sub-system.   

 

The second thought in this Genesis text is that of cleaving to one’s spouse, and becoming 

“one flesh.”  There is little that is as bonding, especially during the early months of 

marriage, as sexual intercourse.  The biblical term “one flesh” means sexual intercourse.  

But it means more than that.  It implies two people who join their entire lives together, 

and thereafter function as a single unit ~ a unit we have identified in this course as the 

“executive sub-system.”   

 

So scripture teaches that marrying couples are to “leave” home, and “cleave” to their 

spouse.  In that transaction there is a “shifting of relational weight,” from the attachments 

of one’s childhood home, to the attachments of one’s own marriage and children.  When 

a spouse maintains too much “weight” on the family-of-origin foot, it begins to risk 

systemic damage to the marriage and family, and it tends to weaken the marital bond. 

 

 B.  Enjoy the honeymoon 

 

It has long been recognized that the first few months of a marriage represent a unique 

moment in the couples’ lives.  Indeed, the first few weeks are often called “the 

honeymoon.”  In our culture “the honeymoon” is assumed to be a week or two vacation 

following the wedding date.   

 

However, people who have been married for a few decades often look back at the first 

year as being the honeymoon phase of their marriage.  It’s a special phase that is even 

recognized by scripture.  In the Old Testament, men were not to go to war during their 

first year of marriage.  Scripture says, “A newly married man must not be drafted into 

the army or given any other special responsibilities.  He must be free to be at home for 

one year, bringing happiness to the wife he has married” (Deuteronomy 24:5 ~ NLT). 

 

There is wisdom in providing special protection for the first year of marriage.  It is 

usually in the first year of marriage that a couple faces the greatest amount of adjustments 

and accommodations.  Scripture basically instructs cultures to build a fence around the 

first year ~ to encourage couples to slow the pace of life ~ to keep the relationship safe 

from external pressures as much as possible.   
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Five Minute Reflection 
 

The “Honeymoon” has come to mean a one or two week vacation immediately after 

marrying.  But it’s a longer period for adjustment than just one or two weeks.  What are 

some of the major adjustments and issues that normally occur during one’s first year of 

marriage?  If you are comfortable doing so, share one of the adjustments you had to make 

during the first year of your marriage.  Add humor if you can. 

 

 C.  Have fun with sex!! 

 

There have always been a hardy few “prim and proper” types who believe that marital 

sex is for procreation only ~ that “if it’s fun it must be sin.”  But scripture argues 

otherwise.  In fact, it appears that God intended marital sexuality to be something enjoyed 

by both husband and wife.  In the first verse cited below, the “fountain” refers to male 

genitalia.  Listen to the advice given by a sage old dad to an aroused son. 

 

Proverbs 5:18-19 ~ “May your fountain be blessed, and may you rejoice in the 

wife of your youth.  A loving doe, a graceful deer — may her breasts satisfy you  

always, may you ever be captivated by her love” (NIV).  

 

Everyone understands that males are more sexually aroused by look and by touch.  

Here’s a very male-oriented, biblical description of a guy getting mentally and physically 

turned on and ready for making love to his wife.  He looks at her body, especially notices 

her breasts (visual), and his next thought is to “climb the palm tree” (tactile).  The text 

then ends in a vision of passionate kissing. 

 

Song of Solomon 7:6-9 ~ “Oh, how delightful you are, my beloved; how 

pleasant for utter delight!  You are tall and slim like a palm tree, and your 

breasts are like its clusters of dates.  I said, “I will climb up into the palm tree 

and take hold of its branches.” Now may your breasts be like grape clusters, 

and the scent of your breath like apples.  May your kisses be as exciting as the 

best wine, smooth and sweet, flowing gently over lips and teeth” (NLT). 

 

Next comes a more feminine invitation to sexuality ~ “Oh honey, let’s go for a drive in 

the country, find some romantic place strewn with scented flowers, and make love.”  In 

this text also one sees the more feminine desire to “give” of herself during lovemaking.  

[Reader’s note: Mandrakes were thought to be an aphrodisiac in that culture.] 
 

 Song of Solomon 7:11-13 ~ “Come, my love, let us go out into the fields and  

 spend the night among the wildflowers.  Let us get up early and go out to the  

 vineyards.  Let us see whether the vines have budded, whether the blossoms  

 have opened, and whether the pomegranates are in flower. And there I will give  

 you my love. There the mandrakes give forth their fragrance, and the rarest  

 fruits are at our doors, the new as well as old, for I have stored them up for you,  
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 my lover” (NLT).   

 

Scripture paints a picture of having fun with marital sexuality.  God created it for joy, as 

well as for procreation. 

 

Later in scripture, the Apostle Paul provided some important thoughts to a church in the 

wild and wooly city of Corinth ~ home of temple prostitution ~ blue-water shipping ports 

on both the East and West ends of town ~ lots of navy guys looking for strong ale and 

fast women ~ town about which the ancient world said, “Not every man can afford a trip 

to Corinth.”  Paul wrote: 

 

1 Corinthians 7:2-6 ~ “Because there is so much sexual immorality, each man 

should have his own wife, and each woman should have her own husband.  The 

husband should not deprive his wife of sexual intimacy, which is her right as a  

married woman, nor should the wife deprive her husband.  The wife gives 

authority over her body to her husband, and the husband also gives authority 

over his body to his wife.  So do not deprive each other of sexual relations.  The 

only exception to this rule would be the agreement of both husband and wife to 

refrain from sexual intimacy for a limited time, so they can give themselves 

more completely to prayer.  Afterward they should come together again so that 

Satan won't be able to tempt them because of their lack of self-control” (NLT). 

 

Many scriptural instructions flow from this text.   

 Spouses are not to use sex as a tool to deprive or manipulate each other. 

 Both husbands and wives lose their “rights” to their own bodies when they 

marry.  Through marriage, their bodies belong to each other. 

 The only exception to regular lovemaking, is prayer. 

 That exception must be mutually agreed upon. 

 It is to be temporary. 

 

Five Minute Reflection 

 

Why is sex such a dominant dynamic within marriage?  Why is it one of the frequent 

reasons couples go for counseling?  Besides the obvious physical enjoyment, what makes 

sexuality such a powerful thing? 

 

Marital sexuality is a deep subject ~ far more complex than many people ever 

understand.  The subject of marital sexuality will be given greater attention in a 

subsequent lesson.  For purposes of this current chapter, consider the wonder of sex.  

Solomon himself was amazed by the wonder of sex, as he wrote, “There are three things 

that amaze me — no, four things I do not understand: a) how an eagle glides through 

the sky, b) how a snake slithers on a rock, c) how a ship navigates the ocean, and d) 

how a man loves a woman” (Proverbs 30:18-19 ~ NLT). 

 

Because sex is so powerful, it also has the potential to function like a grain of sand in 

one’s eye.  There are many things that cause sexual enjoyment to become sexual 
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frustration.  In fact it has been observed that in many ways, how things go in the bedroom 

is often a microcosm of the broader relationship.   

 

Yet as powerful as sex is, it’s not a replacement for quality relationships.  That is to say, 

if there are problems in a marriage, sex usually doesn’t solve anything.  If a couple needs 

to have sex in order to stabilize their marriage, they’ve got a weak marriage.  If sex is 

used to avoid having conversations about problem issues, the issues will remain.  If a 

man needs to have sex twice a day, every day, there’s probably something deeper that 

needs healing.  Yet in healthy marriages, sex helps enhance deeper bonding, but it’s not a 

replacement for quality relationships. 

 

If sex were a solution to problems, all we’d need would be to have intercourse and it 

would fix marriages.  Yet sex is one of the most common issues that couples bring to 

counseling.  So here’s a fun question to ponder: Why is sex such a common point of 

marital conflict?  Hint: The answer is far deeper than sexual frequency rate differences 

between males and females.  It’s also deeper than the speed of male orgasm versus the 

female need for slow starts and lots of stops along the way. 

 

Five Minute Reflection 

 

Name ten things that commonly get in the way of blissful marital sexuality.  To get you 

going, here are a couple of examples: 

 E.g., #1 Unresolved marital tension ~ having a fight. 

 E.g., #2 Lack of privacy ~ children awake and around. 

 1.            

 2.            

 3.            

 4.            

 5.            

 6.            

 7.            

 8.            

 9.            

 10.            

 

D.  Appreciate gender relational differences 

 

In today’s culture there are few marital theories that receive affirmation from everyone.  

That is to say, everyone’s got their own theory about how marriage is supposed to work, 

but no single theory is accepted by everyone.  And as already noted, scripture doesn’t 

provide very much instruction regarding specific gender-related marital roles or 

responsibilities.  

 

Yet we’re not left to the latest social theorists’ whims.  Although it doesn’t speak very 

much to the gender role issue, scripture does provide some very solid information.  In his 
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letter to the church in Ephesus, the Apostle Paul addressed the issue of gender relational 

differences in marriage.  Here’s what he said. 

 

“You wives will submit to your husbands as you do to the Lord.  For a husband 

is the head of his wife as Christ is the head of his body, the church; he gave his 

life to be her Savior.  As the church submits to Christ, so you wives must submit 

to your husbands in everything.  And you husbands must love your wives with 

the same love Christ showed the church.  He gave up his life for her (Ephesians 

5:22-25 ~ NLT). 

 

This text is not very popular among either modern women or modern men.  The 

instructions are simple:  Wives are to submit to their husbands; and husbands are to love 

their wives as Christ loved the church.  Christ’s love for the church was demonstrated in 

sacrifice and servanthood.  So in short, husbands are to demonstrate their love for their 

wives by serving them, even to the point of personal sacrifice.   

 

The first thing one observes in this paradigm, is that neither husbands nor wives are put 

on a pedestal ~ neither is in a position of unilateral or unrestricted power.  Rather, both 

are placed in positions of respectful subservience to the other.  She submits; he loves and 

serves.   

 

This definition of gender role would not fit well with any advertising agency’s objectives 

in today’s world.  Let’s look for a moment at how the values of today’s culture bump 

against what scripture teaches.  On TV and in Hollywood there are two common roles 

portrayed for both wives and husbands.   

 

Female role A:  In this role, the wife is homebound, barefoot, pregnant, and baking 

cookies.  She doesn’t have much going on in her life other than taking care of children 

and watching soap operas.  Her values and thoughts are all controlled by her husband, to 

whom she’s basically a slave. 

 

Female role B:  In this role the wife is a “liberated woman,” and is in submission to no 

man!  She is woman, hear her roar.  She is the rising corporate executive, successfully 

balancing a full-time career and being a terrific mother of four, with chairing the PTO 

and serving on the city council.  She’s “Superwoman!”  Unfortunately, she married a 

(choke) man, but in spite of her obvious superiority, she puts up with him nicely. 

 

Male role A:  In this role, the husband is “king of his castle,” and everyone in the  

castle is expected to call him “sir” and kiss his ring.  He makes all the money; therefore 

he makes all the decisions for the family.  Nobody at home ever says “no” to this man.  

He wields power at home like a lumberjack wields an axe.  He is insensitive and boring. 

 

Male role B:  In this role, our “metrosexual man” is a servant to nobody, male or female.  

He’s physically buff (works out 3 hours a day).  He is socially sophisticated and not 

always loyal to his mate.  In fact, truth be told, he has had scores of women.  He has a 

high-paying job and makes a great living.  He lives in a rehabed flat in the city.  He and 
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his buddies enjoy little more than getting together for a few beers and good cigars, while 

either playing poker or screaming their way through a televised football game.   

 

Now obviously we’re playing with ad agency representations of gender roles.  The thing 

to notice, however, is how self-oriented all four of these perspectives are.  And given the 

fact that the average person spends 15 – 25 hours a week watching TV, the Hollywood 

“definition” of gender role has had its impact.  This definition may appear to work well in 

sitcoms or B-movies, but real marriage doesn’t work very well when people are more 

committed to themselves than they are to their marriage.   

 

Yet when the biblical definitions of submission and servanthood are presented, the 

psychological world weighs in with a legitimate question of boundaries: If spouses are to 

be subservient to one another, can either husbands or wives maintain appropriate 

boundaries?  Does each person somehow become a doormat for the other?  And how is a 

couple to make decisions if both place themselves at the bottom of the pile? 

 

In pondering this question it can be helpful to observe the relational environment that a 

mutually subservient position accomplishes.  Practices such as sensitivity, respect, 

gentleness, patience, kindness, mutual give-and-take, and humility dominate the 

relational environment.  By contrast, ponder the relational environment when each 

partner is self-serving.  Practices such as competition, power-grabbing, manipulation and 

self-gratification dominate the environment.  Therapists know that a high percentage of 

marital problems which present for counseling, have to do with misuse of power.  So 

which relational environment would you prefer in your marriage? 

 

Ten Minute Reflection 
 

How was power handled in your childhood home?  What power did dad have?  What 

power did mom have?  How were gender-roles played out by your parents? 

 

Upon hearing this biblical information about submission and servanthood, some might 

argue that “forcing” women to be submissive to men is inappropriate.  Yet within the 

biblical approach, nobody is “forced” to do anything.  Women are not “forced” to be 

submissive any more than men are “forced” to be sacrificial servants to their wives.  

Rather than compromising or eroding the significance of wives and husbands, the biblical 

approach enhances both wives and husbands, as each partner values the other above 

herself or himself, and gives of themselves: She gives him respect; he gives her love as he 

serves her. 

 

As unlike the values of today’s world as it may seem, the Ephesians 5:22-25 text is just 

God’s statement regarding how human beings function best when in marital relationships.  

Within this model, the primary sacrifice required by both husbands and wives is that of 

their own egos. 

 

E. Handle your anger wisely 
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Most marital issues can be worked out if both spouses are willing to keep their heads in 

the game rather than running away, listen to the other person’s thoughts and feelings, 

limit the conversation to one topic at a time, change their behavior if it’s hurting the other 

person, leave the past in the past, and seek mutually beneficial solutions.  However, since 

that formula is a bit like expecting cows to fly, here are a few biblical instructions that 

husbands and wives may profitably use to help them work through the moments when 

hurt and anger strike their marriage. 

 

 Practice God’s “Statute of Limitations.” 

“Don't let the sun go down while you are still angry” (Ephesians 4:26 ~ NLT). 

Rather than going to bed with that self-pitying wall of ice between you, stay  

up and talk things out.  If you don’t, you’ll bring yesterday’s garbage into  

tomorrow. 

  

 Study your own motivation. 

“Don't sin by letting anger gain control over you” (Ephesians 4:26 ~ NLT).  

 Anger frequently represents a control issue.  And some people seem angry much  

 of the time, like a pot constantly ready to boil.  Anger also serves as an effective  

means of creating distance in a relationship.  Therefore, scripture encourages us to  

 simmer-down the pot. 

 

 Overlook the small stuff. 

“People with good sense restrain their anger; they earn esteem by overlooking  

 wrongs” (Proverbs 19:11 ~ NLT). 

 Most of what we fight about has no meaning five years from now.  The wise 

 person understands nobody’s perfect, and learns to overlook the small stuff.   

 Unwise people hang onto every small thing, and constantly angle for a tiff. 

 

 Talk right away about something that makes you angry. 

“If another believer sins against you, go privately and point out the fault.  If the  

 other person listens and confesses it, you have won that person back” (Matthew   

 18:15 ~ NLT). 

 If something makes your blood pressure rise, then talk about it.  If you don’t  

 know how to talk about difficult things, start learning.  Go to people and talk  

 personally with them. 

 

 Avoid triangling.   

“A gossip goes around revealing secrets, but those who are trustworthy can  

keep a confidence” (Proverbs 11:13 ~ NLT).  

Your marriage problems are for your spouse and yourself to resolve ~ not your  

mom or dad, or best friend, or the person at work.  When problems between two 

people become known by three people, there’s a power-grab going on.  People 

who triangle are abusers of power, trying to gain an unfair advantage. 

 

 Forgive as often as asked. 
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“Even if [someone]) wrongs you seven times a day and each time turns again 

and asks forgiveness, forgive [them]” (Luke 17:4 ~ NLT). 

Unforgiveness is a control issue.  Forgiveness doesn’t mean becoming a door mat.  

Rather, it serves as a way to keep conversational doors open so that one can 

process the pain caused by the issue needing forgiveness. 

 

 Change the rules of engagement. 

“All of you should be of one mind, full of sympathy toward each other, loving  

 one another with tender hearts and humble minds. Don't repay evil for evil.  

 Don't retaliate when people say unkind things about you. Instead, pay them  

 back with a blessing. That is what God wants you to do, and he will bless you  

 for it” (I Peter 3:8-9 ~ NLT).   

  

Normally, when someone steps on one’s toes, the internal response is to stomp on 

 their toes in return.  This practice creates the relational intelligence of monkeys ~  

 monkey see, monkey do.  So change the rules of engagement ~ repay good for  

 evil.  This practice builds character strength, it builds trust in relationships, and it 

 humiliates people who actually intended to harm you. 

 

 Take the high road. 

“You must make allowance for each other's faults and forgive the person who  

offends you. Remember, the Lord forgave you, so you must forgive others” 

(Colossians 3:13 ~ NLT). 

Unforgiveness is a character flaw having the appearance of strength while in fact  

representing weakness.  The example of Christ (praying for those crucifying him;  

forgiving Peter’s denial) is the high road.  Take the high road. 

 

 Pray about everything. 

“Don't worry about anything; instead, pray about everything. Tell God what 

you need, and thank him for all he has done.  If you do this, you will experience 

God's peace” (Phiippians 4:6-7 ~ NLT). 

God always has a plan, and there’s nothing He doesn’t already know about.  

Prayer does two things:  It puts the power in the right hands; and it sets you up 

to see God in action. 

  

 Stay out of God’s way. 

“Never avenge yourselves.  Leave that to God.  For it is written, "I will take 

vengeance; I will repay those who deserve it," says the Lord” (Romans 12:19 ~ 

NLT). 

Even if the other person was an idiot ~ or a self-serving jerk ~ or an abusive 

criminal ~ don’t avenge yourself.  Rather, stay out of God’s way and let Him 

punish.  Whom would you rather face: Yourself and your anger, or God and His? 

 

Ten Minute Reflection 

 

Does forgiveness release the offending party from responsibility?  Yes/No/Why? 
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Does forgiveness release the offending party from consequences?  Yes/No/Why? 

Does forgiveness mean that one is defenseless against the one causing the pain? 

Does forgiveness necessarily address the cause of the initial problem? 

Does forgiveness mean that the pain immediately goes away? 

Is forgiveness something which one does one time and then is whole and happy again? 

Who does forgiveness primarily benefit ~ the one doing the wrong, or the one wounded? 

  

F.  Get help if stuck 

 

From time to time there may be issues in which spouses get stuck.  If this happens the 

wisest plan is for both husband and wife, together, to talk about these issues with some 

wise neutral third party ~ and do it sooner than later.  If a problem exists and one party 

refuses to seek help, pray about it.  If the problem remains and they still refuse to seek 

help, it’s OK to go for help alone ~ but go to someone who is trained in helping couples 

get unstuck.   

 

If only one person in the marriage is hurting, the marriage is still hurting.  Put into 

psychological language, if one part of the executive subsystem is hurting, it’s yet a 

problem affecting the entire executive subsystem.   

 

Matthew 18:15-16 ~ “If another believer sins against you, go privately and 

point out the fault. If the other person listens and confesses it, you have won 

that person back.  But if you are unsuccessful, take one or two others with you 

and go back again” (NLT). 

 

A reasonable question might be, “How often do I need to go back to try and process some 

issue?”  The answer to that question requires wisdom.  Some aspects of ourselves and our 

spouses are difficult to change ~ perhaps wired into our personalities from birth.  For 

example, the introverting accountant-type may not be likely to become an extroverting 

party animal.  Yet inter-personal problems in marriage, especially behavioral and  

character problems, can be addressed and changed.  The model is our walk with the Lord.  

How many times have you done the same sin, and come back with the same lame 

excuse?  Yet observe how the Lord continues to pursue you with His love and grace.  

Still, the model of Christ and Peter remains also ~ Christ talked with Peter after the 

resurrection.  In fact, three times in the same moment he asked Peter, “Do you love me?”   

 

III.  Instructions To Husbands  

 

As already noted, the biblical notion of submission is like sand in the teeth of many 

modern women.  This is the case because so many men have exhibited such a lousy 

understanding of Christian leadership.  What woman in her right mind would want to put 

herself in submission to a self-centered, authoritarian, arrogant, opinionated, insensitive, 

boundaryless, bull-headed, IQ-challenged, testosterone driven jerk?  To submit to this 

sort of person would be psychological suicide.  Many women have watched as their 

mothers or other women have done exactly that, bending and scraping to a male who held 

the title of “head of the house,” but who had not earned the respect of anyone living in it.   
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The reason many men have failed women so badly is because they have either ignored or 

misunderstood the biblical teaching regarding the role of husbands.  Scripture instructs 

husbands to do three simple things ~ love, serve, and honor their wives. 

 

Loving and serving:   

 

 Epesians 5:25 ~ “You husbands must love your wives with the same love Christ  

 showed the church.  He gave up his life for her” (NLT). 

 

Colossians 3:19 ~ “You husbands must love your wives and never treat them 

harshly” (NLT). 

 

If men don’t love God first and their wives second, then they tend to love themselves 

most.  Women become incidentals after which they name their boats (have you ever 

heard of a man naming his corporation after his wife?).  God’s instruction for a man to 

love his wife helps men understand the purpose of marriage ~ it is love, not merely a 

clean home, ironed shirts, home cooking and sex.  Men tend to associate love with sex.  

This is a common complaint of wives.  So how does a man communicate love to his 

wife?  He serves her. 

 

Love your wives with the same love Christ showed the church:  That form of love was 

sacrificial servanthood.  Christ served the church ~ he gave his life for the church.  

Sacrificial servanthood reflects the truest form of manhood.  It elevates a husband’s stock 

as he puts his physical strength, left-brain orientation, and in many cases superior earning 

capacity, at the service of his wife and family.  This doesn’t turn the man into a wimp.  

Rather, it aims his strength where it can be best used for everyone’s benefit. 

 

Honor your wives:   
 

 1 Peter 3:7 ~ “You husbands must give honor to your wives.  Treat her with  

understanding as you live together.  She may be weaker than you are, but she is 

your equal partner in God's gift of new life.  If you don't treat her as you 

should, your prayers will not be heard” (NLT). 

 

For obvious reasons, when in the presence of the President’s wife or the Queen of 

England, most men would never let their mouths run against these ladies.  It just would 

not appropriate.  But the same men often feel comfortable demeaning their wives.  And 

some wives behave in ways that deserve anything but honor.  Yet the biblical instruction 

is that men are to honor their wives, and to “treat them with understanding.”  A man 

needs to ask himself what kind of home atmosphere he wishes to create, because the 

attitude of any family system begins with those in positions of greatest influence. 
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Five Minute Reflection 

 

Are servanthood and leadership the same thing?  Divide the class down the middle with 

one half arguing “yes” and the other half arguing “no.” 

 

IV.  Instructions To Wives 

 

The basic biblical instruction to wives, is that they are to submit to their husbands.  In 

both Eph. 5:22 and Col. 3:18, wives are taught to submit to their husbands.  Furthermore, 

scripture teaches that the husband is the “head” of the wife.  St. Paul wrote, Now I want 

you to realize that the head of every man is Christ, and the head of the woman is man, 

and the head of Christ is God (1 Cor. 11:3 – NIV).   

 

The notion of a woman being submissive to a man is about as popular among today’s 

liberated women, as having a root canal.  Our culture is working diligently to establish 

complete equality between men and women.  In some situations this is completely 

legitimate.  For example, equal pay for equal jobs ought to be a no-brainer.  A woman’s 

right to climb just as high on the academic or management ladder as a man, should be 

uncontestable.   

 

But the Christian family is not the same as an academic or corporate environment.  

Within the Christian family there is a spiritual issue that must be contemplated, and that 

spiritual issue has to do with God’s instructions for husbands and wives.  We’ve already 

seen that God tells husbands they are to honor, serve, and love their wives.     

 

Now God tells women that their call is to submit to their husbands.  Different instructions 

for different genders.  It’s interesting to note that in today’s culture, men do not relish the 

idea of serving women, and women do not relish the notion of submitting to men.  So we 

can say with some authority that resistance to God’s instructions is not a gender issue: it’s 

a human issue.  And with some cause.   

 

That is to say, one can only wonder if God knew what He was thinking in some 

situations.  For example, is a woman to submit to her husband if he’s an immature, drug-

abusing manic-depressive?  Is she to submit to him if he asks her to do something 

immoral, such as a ménage-de-trois in the bedroom?  What if he’s a completely 

insensitive, self-absorbed cad?   

 

The thought to ponder here, is more akin to wisdom, than to parsing words or 

establishing rules.  It’s difficult to anticipate every possible application of any of God’s 

instructions.  But there is a spiritual principle:  The closer we adhere to God’s 

instructions, the more He blesses us.  Taking the thought one step farther, the more we 

adhere to God’s instructions, the more we set ourselves up for experiencing God’s direct 

and personal intervention, even in the midst of our struggles.  Further yet, the more we 

are obedient to God in spite of our circumstances, the more we personally grow in the 

knowledge of His grace.   
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So what does submission entail?  Does it mean that the wife throws her brains out the 

window and becomes a doormat?  Some professing Christian males might say so ~ but 

they’re wrong.  God didn’t give intelligence, reasoning capacity, feminine intuition, and 

emotions to women so that they could throw them into the garbage can when they 

married.  He gave these gifts to women so that they could add them to the mix within 

marriage.  Naturally, there are many husbands who qualify as “Self-Centered Idiots,” 

thinking they don’t need their wife’s thoughts, feelings, intuitions and opinions. 

 

What submission does mean, is akin to what Shakespeare observed when he said that if 

two would ride the same horse, one must ride in front and the other behind.  Biblically, 

much of this notion is captured in historical anecdotes.  For example, God spoke to 

Abraham, not Sara, when He called Abram to follow Him to a land that He would later 

disclose to them.  While this is not a principle, it is a repetitive pattern seen throughout 

the scriptures.  God spoke to Isaac and Jacob, not to Rebecca or any of Jacob’s wives.  

God spoke to Moses, not his wife Zipporah.  To Gideon, not his wife.  To the various 

prophets.  And so on. 

 

Does this then mean that women are inferior, or have an inferior role or purpose?  No, 

absolutely not.  Does it mean that God never speaks to women, or prefers speaking to 

men?  Not at all.  He spoke to Deborah the Judge.  He gave a song to Miriam, Moses’ 

sister.  He spoke to and through Mary, and Elizabeth.  And Philipp’s daughters were 

prophetesses.  Yet God apparently calls husbands and fathers to a different spot on the 

board, than He calls wives and mothers.  Neither role is superior; neither is inferior.  But 

the instructions and responsibilities are different, and are apparently so for spiritual 

reasons determined by God.  So God calls husbands to serve and love their wives; and He 

calls wives to submit to their husbands. 

 

Five Minute Reflection 

 

Which person is the more powerful in government: The one holding the title “President,” 

or the one influencing the President in policy-making? 

 

In what ways is submission a position of strength in the family system?   

 

Can you think of a moment when Christ submitted to the Father, even against His own 

will? 

 

V. General Instructions 

 

While scripture doesn't say much about marriage specifically, it does speak clearly about 

the type of people we are to be within marriage ~ indeed, within all relationships.  The 

following verses deal with personal character issues. 

 

 A.  Salt and pepper sprinkling of Biblical wisdom 
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There’s way too much wisdom in the Bible to try and teach in one short chapter.  So 

here’s a “salt and pepper sprinkling” of some of the wisdom offered in scripture.  In order 

that you may understand it more fully, take a moment and use your own words to 

paraphrase the following statements: 

 

Proverbs 10:12 ~ “Hatred stirs up strife, but love covers all transgressions” 

(NASV). 

Your paraphrase:          

             

 

Proverbs 12:18 ~ “There is one who speaks rashly like the thrusts of a sword, 

but the tongue of the wise brings healing” (NASV). 

Your paraphrase:           

             

 

 Proverbs 14:17~ “A quick-tempered man acts foolishly” (NIV). 

Your paraphrase:           

             

 

Proverbs 14:30 ~ “A tranquil heart is life to the body, but passion is rottenness 

to the bones” (NASV). 

Your paraphrase:          

             

 

 Proverbs 15:1 ~ “A gentle answer turns away wrath, but a harsh word stirs up  

 anger” (NIV). 

Your paraphrase:          

             

 

 Proverbs 16:6 ~ “By lovingkindness and truth, iniquity is atoned for” (NASV).  

Your paraphrase:          

             

 

Proverbs 16:7 ~ “When a man's ways are pleasing to the Lord, he makes even 

his enemies to be at peace with him” (NASV). 

Your paraphrase:          

             

 

Proverbs 17:9 ~ “He who covers a transgression seeks love, but he who repeats 

a matter separates intimate friends” (NASV).   

Your paraphrase:          

             

 

Proverbs 17:14 ~ “The beginning of strife is like letting out water, so abandon 

the quarrel before it breaks out” (NASV). 

Your paraphrase:           
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 Proverbs 19:22 ~ “What is desirable in a man is his kindness” (NASV). 

Your paraphrase:           

             

 

Proverbs 24:29 ~ “Don't say, "Now I can pay them back for all their meanness 

to me! I'll get even!" (NLT). 

Your paraphrase:           

             

 

 Proverbs 25:21-22 ~ “If your enemy is hungry, give him food to eat; and if he is  

 thirsty, give him water to drink; for you will heap burning coals on his head,  

 and the Lord will reward you” (NIV). 

Your paraphrase:           

             

 

Matthew 18:21 ~ “Then Peter approached him with the question, "Master, if  

my brother (husband/wife) goes on wronging me how often should I forgive  

him?  Would seven times be enough?"  "No," replied Jesus, "not seven times, 

 but seventy times seven” (J.B. Phillips). 

Your paraphrase:          

             

             

 

Ephesians  4:31-32 ~ “Let there be no more bitter resentment or anger, no more 

shouting or slander, and let there be no bad feeling of any kind among you.  Be  

kind to each other, be compassionate.  Be as ready to forgive others as God 

 for Christ's sake has forgiven you” (J.B Phillips). 

 Your paraphrase:          

             

             

 

Philippians 2:2 ~ “Live together in harmony, live together in love, as though 

you had only one mind and one spirit between you” (J.B Phillips).   

Your paraphrase:          

             

 

Philippians 2:3-4 ~ “Never act from motives of rivalry or personal vanity, but in  

humility think more of each other than you do of yourselves.  None of you 

should think only of his own affairs, but consider other people's interests also” 

(J.B Phillips). 

Your parphrase:          
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Philippians 2:14 ~ “Do all you have to do without grumbling or arguing” (J.B 

Phillips). 

Your paraphrase:          

             

 

Philippians 4:6-7 ~ “Don't worry over anything whatever; whenever you pray 

tell God every detail of your needs in thankful prayer, and the peace of God 

which surpasses human understanding, will keep constant guard over your 

hearts and minds as they rest in Christ Jesus” (J.B Phillips). 

Your paraphrase:          

             

             

 

Philippians 4:8 ~ “If you believe in goodness and if your value the approval of 

God, fix your minds on whatever is true and honorable and just and pure and 

lovely and admirable” (J.B Phillips).   

Your paraphrase:          

             

 

Colossians 3:8 ~ “But now you must put away all these things: evil temper, 

furious rage, malice, insults and shouted abuse.  Don't deceive each other with 

lies any more, for you have discarded the old nature and all that it did, and you  

 have put on the new nature” (J.B Phillips). 

Your paraphrase:           

             

 

Colossians 3:12 ~ “Put on that nature which is merciful in action, kindly in 

heart, and humble in mind.  Accept life and be most patient and tolerant with 

one another, always ready to forgive if you have a difference with anyone.  

Forgive as freely as the Lord has forgiven you.  And above all else, be truly 

loving, for love binds all the virtues together in perfection” (J.B Phillips). 

Your paraphrase:          

             

 

James 3:17-18 ~ “The wisdom that comes from above is first pure, then peace- 

loving, gentle, approachable, full of merciful thoughts and kindly actions,  

straightforward, with no hint of hypocrisy.  And the peacemakers go on quietly  

sowing for a harvest of righteousness” (J.B Phillips). 

Your paraphrase:          

             

 

Ten Minute Reflection 

 

Assuming there are advantages and disadvantages to following God’s Word, what are 

five disadvantages, and five advantages? 
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 Disadvantages: 

  

 1.______________________________________________________ 

 2.______________________________________________________ 

 3.______________________________________________________ 

 4.______________________________________________________ 

 5.______________________________________________________ 

 

 Advantages: 

 

 1.______________________________________________________ 

 2.______________________________________________________ 

 3.______________________________________________________ 

 4.______________________________________________________ 

 5.______________________________________________________ 

 

B. The “circular dance” of marriage 

 

All relationships are somewhat “circular” in nature.  In street lingo one would say, “What 

goes around, comes around.”  If this is true of relationships in general, it is especially true 

of marriage.  What he does, affects her ~ how she responds, affects him.  It’s like going 

around on a merry-go-round:  He does this, so she does that ~ so he does this, so she does 

that ~ etc.  The more this cycle involves some unresolved issues between husband and 

wife, then the more each spouse is likely to focus on the negative in the other person.  

And each time around the merry-go-round there is often some slight escalation.   

 

Much of the circular nature of marital conflict is based upon each person’s quest for 

power.  Some handle power through assertive or aggressive behavior; others through 

passive-aggressive attitudes or activities.  Some seize power; others manipulate it.  Some 

use overt means; others use covert means.  The power issue often becomes played out in 

the lives of the children.  He says the child must stay home and study; she undermines 

him by allowing the child to go out and play.  However it goes, the quest for power in a 

marriage often becomes a repetitive circular dance, and the longer it goes unaddressed, 

the more damage it does to everyone in the family. 

 

Based upon Genesis 3:16 and I Corinthians 11:3, some argue that scripture teaches “male 

headship” and based upon this interpretation of scripture, husbands are therefore to call 

all the shots in a marriage.  Yet this is not the intent of scripture.  Genesis 3:16 was 

written in response to the fall of mankind and was not written as an instruction, but as an 

observation built upon sinful fallenness.  And while I Cororinthians 11:3 states, “A man 

is responsible to Christ, a woman is responsible to her husband, and Christ is 

responsible to God” (NLT), it must be noted that Christ never once played the power 

card.  Rather, he served.  In his last act before going to be crucified, he washed his 

disciples’ feet and then told them to do the same.  Husbands are called to serve their 

wives.   
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In this section we’re studying the power of circular pathology.  Wives are called to 

submit to their husbands.  Husbands are called to love, serve and honor their wives.  If 

either spouse actually does what scripture instructs, then the power of negative, critical, 

self-centered, repetitive circular behavior is broken.  Circular pathology almost always 

requires both spouses’ willing participation.   

 

Here are some examples of the circular pattern being broken.   

 He treats her harshly, but this time she “retaliates” by forgiving him and affirming 

his ability as a father, or as a husband.  The pattern is broken.   

 She skillfully avoids situations that could lead to lovemaking, but this time he 

“retaliates” by telling her how much he loves her, and how kind she is.  The 

pattern is broken. 

 He pulls rank and tells the family they’re not going to Florida for vacation ~ they 

are going to Colorado.  She “retaliates” by encouraging the kids to see who can 

get the best high-mountain photograph.  The pattern is broken. 

 She refuses to cook his favorite meal because she doesn’t like the way it smells.  

He “retaliates” by taking her out for dinner, and ordering his favorite meal.  The 

pattern is broken. 

 

Ten Minute Reflection 

 

In order to understand the power of scripture, briefly discuss the following points of 

struggle within an average marriage.  As you discuss them, identify the following three 

items: 

1.  Their spiritual source (i.e., do they come from God, or from His enemy?) 

2.  The “seductiveness” of each item toward negative circular behavior.   

3.  The relational impact of either obedience to God, or negative circular response.   

 

 Withholding affection vs. responding with affection  

 Use of position or power to manipulate or control the other spouse vs. 

gentle yielding   

 Carrying grudges vs. forgiving  

 Giving criticism for failure vs. offering compassion  

 Getting even with one’s spouse vs. overlooking an offense 

 Triangulating with one’s mother to win some marital disagreement,                 

vs. discussing the conflict only with one’s spouse 

 Referring to past offenses to win arguments, vs. focusing only on the 

issues of the moment   

 

C. Taking things to level three 

 

There is no better way to end a chapter dealing with biblical instructions for marriage, 

than to discuss three different levels of functioning.  All marriages are able to function at 

level one.  Many marriages learn to function at level two.  But the deepest and most 

bonded marriages function at level three.   
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Level one:  This level of functioning involves relatively shallow relationships.  The depth 

seldom gets below, “How was your day today?” or, “Please pass the butter,” or, “The 

President is going to be on TV tonight.”  There are reasons why people maintain marital 

relationships at this shallow level.  In some cases the couple doesn’t know or trust one 

another sufficiently to open up to deeper levels.  In other cases there has been some 

massive abuse in a person’s childhood, and they are frightened by the explosive emotions 

that lie just below the surface.  In yet other situations, a spouse has been unfaithful and in 

an attempt to keep the emotional side of the relationship under control, the couple keeps 

most things on the surface.   

 

This level is always easiest because it seldom looks below the surface.  It is the least 

vulnerable since very little of one’s real self is shared.  At the same time, it’s not unusual 

for people in level one relationships to experience loneliness, because the healthy adult 

wishes for deeper connection.  Due to the de facto relational isolation at this level, people 

who exist at this level are often relational disasters waiting to happen.  They are often the 

ones making rapid attachments ~ repeatedly “falling in love” with someone.  They are 

often the ones seeking to sexualize their relationships in order that they may at least enjoy 

the momentary feeling of being loved and in love.   

 

Level two:  This level of functioning involves far deeper connection.  In this level there 

is trust and at least some amount of relational intimacy.  People know one another’s 

temperaments and characters.  They are more vulnerable, often sharing sensitive 

information about themselves which in level one relationships would not be shared.  Both 

sides regularly care about and pursue one another.  There is a mutual sense of investment 

in the relationship.  There is emotional attachment and a sense of belonging.  And there is 

balance ~ neither side is there to rescue or control the other ~ there is a sense of relational 

parity. 

 

This level is more difficult to both establish and maintain, but for obvious reasons it’s far 

more fulfilling.  It is far easier to maintain fidelity to one’s partner when connected at this 

level.  People who maintain several relationships at this level with other adults are far 

more emotionally stable, because there is emotional health simply in being deeply 

connected to other human beings. 

 

Using these two constructs (level one and level two), psychologists identify “level one” 

versus “level two” change in clients.  Level one changes are surface changes, similar to a 

child not stealing cookies when a parent is present in the kitchen.  Level two changes are 

deeper changes, similar to when a child buys into the parent’s value system of not ruining 

supper by having cookies, and of not stealing.   

 

Level three:  However, this lesson presents a “level three” worth considering.  The Bible 

deals with the “core” of a person, often called the “soul.”  If the “core” is detatched from 

God, or worse, in rebellion against God’s will and purposes, then there is a “core issue.”  

Psychiatrist M. Scott Peck addressed this core issue in two of his books as he, a 

thoroughly trained psychiatrist, confronted the issue of evil. 
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Level three functioning involves spousal connection of the body, mind, and soul, and 

bringing God into that connection.  It is seen when couples invite God into their 

relationships, pray together as a couple, live by His teaching, and in return are given His 

blessing.  Years ago a terrific book was written regarding this level of functioning.  The 

book is titled, “A Severe Mercy,” and was written by Sheldon VanAuken.  It’s basically a 

true story of a man and woman who fell in love, and then learned what it meant to 

incorporate God into their marriage.   

 

If one’s “core” is fully submitted to God, then a large percent of marital issues will self-

correct, and the remaining issues will be easier to process.  The deepest issues of human 

life and behavior have to do with the soul.  Everything else is window-dressing.  Christ 

once said, Your heavenly Father already knows all your needs, and he will give you all 

you need from day to day if you live for him and make the Kingdom of God your 

primary concern (Matthew 6:32-33 ~ NLT). 
 

Scripture provides far more wisdom than many couples use in their marriages.  Yet since 

God created us as spiritual beings the more fully we understand and the more closely we 

approximate God’s instructions as found in scripture, the deeper and more bonded our  

marriage becomes, the more our characters grow in maturity and strength, and the better 

we are able to parent our children.  This is level three functioning. 

 

Wrap 

 

Being married is usually easiest at the very beginning.  The longer people are married, 

the more each partner needs to intentionally invest in the other, and continually recommit 

to the promises made at the altar.  The happiest marriages are those in which a) each 

partner closely aligns himself/herself with what scripture teaches, and b) both partners 

continually invest in one another to maintain the strongest possible friendship. 

 

 


